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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

Based on the analysis in the previous chapter, it can be concluded that many 

students face difficulties in online learning at English department of Muhammadiyah 

University of Mataram in academic year 2019/2020. The students faced difficulties 

such as cost of data, internet data, miscommunication, misunderstanding and 

uncomfortable during online learning process. The students suggest when the lecturer 

teaches online, the lecturer should make sure that the application is well, well 

organize system, find comfort place and condition. 

5.2 Suggestions  

By considering the research finding and conclusion, this research suggests to 

English teachers/ lecturers were suggested to develop their teaching skill especially in 

teaching online. They should find out the good way to teach the students through 

WhatsApp that make them enjoy the online class. The other researchers were 

suggested to find out more depth the students difficulties and solutions while online 

learning process. 
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TRANSCRIPT INTERVIEW 

INTERVIEW 1 

The researcher interview F, she is sixth semester at English department 

Researcher : Is teaching and learning process still running at campus while the  

  pandemic? 

F  : yes, it still running online. 

Researcher : Are there any difficulties in online learning process? 

F  : the difficulties of learning online is financial because our data is out 

  so fast  because of using Zoom, searching to do an assignment,  

  because we have many assignment every week and we spend out the 

  money to buy data I think that’s it our difficulty rather than face to  

  face. 

Researcher : Do you feel comfortable in doing online learning process? 

F  : for this moment I feel both comfortable and uncomfortable. I feel  

  comfortable when I do presentation without any papers but in  

  online I just make power point and present it at that time via ZOOM 

  and we can do other things that’s make me feel comfortable. 

Researcher : What are the strengths in online learning process? 

F  : we can use the time efficiency and cost of transportation rather than 

  offline. In offline we have to stay for 2 hours in the classroom but  

  online we just spend 1 hour and discussion while online we can do  

  other things. 

Researcher : What are the weaknesses in online learning process? 

F  : too many tasks rather than material, too much data we spend if we 

  use ZOOM or video conference through WhatsApp, 4 GB data we  

  spend only for 5 days. 

Researcher : What kind of media do you use in online learning process? 

F  : media that we use, Zoom, WhatsApp, Google classroom, it depends 

  on our lecturers which media will they use. 
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Researcher : While using WhatsApp in online process are there any difficulties do 

  you face? 

F  : there are no difficulties by using WhatsApp because everything just 

  fine such as sending video and assignment 

Researcher : What are the solutions do you suggest for your friends in the next 

  online  learning process? 

F  : find the comfortable place to learn online, prepare book note to write 

  down every material that deliver by lecturer. 

INTERVIEW 2 

The researcher interviewed Z, she is eight semester at English department 

Researcher : Is teaching and learning process still running at campus while the  

  pandemic? 

Z  : teaching and learning still running online 

Researcher : Are there any difficulties in online learning process? 

Z  : many difficulties we face while online learning process, for instant 

  when we learn face to face we still miscommunication while online 

  learning and we don’t understand the material if we want to  

  question it feels hard the understanding between students and lecturer. 

  The worse thing is my friend live out of the city it makes harder to  

  find signal. 

Researcher : Do you feel comfortable in doing online learning process? 

Z  : online learning makes me feel uncomfortable and not efficiency. 

Researcher : What are the strengths in online learning process? 

Z  : online learning is not complicated, wherever we want to learn, on the 

  street, at home we still can do it. 

Researcher : What are the weaknesses in online learning process? 

Z  : I just said that online learning is uncomfortable and not efficiency 

  like I said miscommunication between students and lecturer and the 
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  signal is not good I feel it by myself. For me it is hard learning online 

  because I cannot understand what the lecturer said. 

Researcher : What kind of media do you use in online learning process? 

Z  : during online learning, we use Zoom and WhatsApp 

Researcher : While using WhatsApp in online process are there any difficulties do 

  you face? 

Z  : learning through whatsApp is hard because the device of WhatsApp 

  is not complete and when we learn through WhatsApp the lecturer just 

  send the fail and tell us to read that file. I don’t think they will read 

  and the last thing if we want to make video conference is limit its  

  enough only for 8 students. 

Researcher : What are the solutions do you suggest for your friends in the next 

  online learning process? 

Z  : the better is learning face to face, if we still learning online it’s better 

  to use Zoom because we can join for all of the students. 

INTERVIEW 3 

The researcher interviewed A, he is eight semester at English department 

 

Researcher : Is teaching and learning process still running at campus while the  

  pandemic? 

A  : We are still learning online 

Researcher : Are there any difficulties in online learning process? 

A  : of course we face some difficulties while online learning process  

  especially bad signal and my friend who lived out of city will hard to 

  find the signal that make them cannot follow the online class. 

  Teaching and learning process is not relate, we are usually learn face 

  to face is hard to put ourselves into online learning and the our  

  environment is not support us when we learn face to face, we can ask a 

  question each other if we do not understand and the other factors are 

  we don’t have money to buy the data. 
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Researcher : Do you feel comfortable in doing online learning process? 

A  : I feel uncomfortable 

Researcher : What are the strengths in online learning process? 

A  : It helps us to learn in the pandemic era while we can learn face to 

  face 

Researcher : What are the weaknesses in online learning process? 

A  : It hard to ask a question, bad signal, miscommunication 

Researcher : What kind of media do you use in online learning process? 

A  : We use WhatsApp but it is not effective so we use zoom to be more 

  effective. 

Researcher : While using WhatsApp in online process are there any difficulties do 

  you face? 

A  :  WhatsApp is not effective 

Researcher : What are the solutions do you suggest for your friends in the next 

  online  learning process? 

A  : campus facilitates the students like financial to buy data and fix  

  application to  be much better and we can learn online effective. 

INTERVIEW 4 

The researcher interviewed T, she is eight semester at English department 

Researcher : Is teaching and learning process still running at campus while the  

  pandemic? 

T  : while pandemic we still learning online 

Researcher : Are there any difficulties in online learning process? 

T  : There is difficulty such as bad signal, but other things is fine 

Researcher : Do you feel comfortable in doing online learning process? 

T  : for few days is fine, but for long time it’s getting hard. We need good 

  understanding for every subject but learning online makes us  
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  miscommunication between students and lecturer, students and  

  students, for few days is fine but for long time it is not good. 

Researcher : What are the strengths in online learning process? 

T  : we can learn from home and we don’t spend much time 

Researcher : What are the weaknesses in online learning process? 

T  : We need much data to make better and miscommunication  

  between students and lecturer and we get many assignments we often 

  misunderstanding and the last thing is bad signal 

Researcher : What kind of media do you use in online learning process? 

T  : Zoom, WhatsApp, add link 

Researcher : While using WhatsApp in online process are there any difficulties do 

  you face? 

T  : WhatsApp is good, but it is too noisy and unstructured for instant, we 

  ask a question it is directly answer by the students but for the signal of 

  WhatsApp are good. When the lecturer asks a question we compete to 

  answer. 

Researcher : What are the solutions do you suggest for your friends in the next 

  online  learning process? 

T  : I hope there is a good application that we can use to support us to be 

  more structure when we do discussion session and we do not compete 

  like that. 

INTERVIEW 5 

The researcher interviewed SA, he is eight semester at English department 

Researcher  : Is teaching and learning process still running at campus while the  

  pandemic? 

SA  : teaching and learning process still running online but there are some 

  lecturers want to face to face base on covid19 protocol. 

Researcher : Are there any difficulties in online learning process? 
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SA  : The difficulties of learning online are we have to use Smartphone and 

  bad signal and the application have some troubles. 

Researcher : What are the strengths in online learning process? 

SA  : Learning online has advantages and disadvantages. The advantages 

  such as we can do another thing at that moment.  

Researcher : What are the weaknesses in online learning process? 

SA  : The disadvantages is the interaction between student and lecturer has 

  different atmosphere for instant when we do presentation face to face 

  we can have question and answer session, we can correct each other if 

  we still confuse but online learning just correction by the Lecturer and 

  some of my friends sometime not all of my friends involve in online 

  class. So the point is leaning online is uncomfortable. 

Researcher : What are the solutions do you suggest for your friends in the next 

  online  learning process? 

SA  : Make sure the application must standby, do not make the application 

  on that time because there must be something happen for example we 

  cannot login and they must consider the system to make more  

  comfortable during online class. 
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